The Assignment

• Choose a topic connected with at least two of the course readings
• Research it further, in other readings, media sources, write it up as an essay/report
The Assignment

• It might work best as a case study:
  – Food Deserts in Toronto
  – Preservation of the Oak Ridges Moraine

• Run the title by me to check suitability
Research

• Probably best to start with news & current affairs sources:
  – CBCA-complete, a York Library E-Resource

• Plus academic journal articles where available
Report Development

• It is important not only to describe what happened, but to analyse it.
• Try to think critically: consider what is problematic in the situation.
• Use the topic to discuss the nature of environmental justice/urban ecology.
Other Matters

• Length: 8-10 pages?
• Sources must be cited, via any reasonable system, include a bibliography
• Due:
  – at drop box, by the north elevators on 4th floor of Ross by noon pm. 2 Dec 2016